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0 of 0 review helpful I was amazed to find out how accurately the characters were portrayed By Customer As a 
daughter of a WASP I was amazed to find out how accurately the characters were portrayed I was even familiar with 
some of the incidents mentioned It was exciting to find that I knew all the ladies mentioned in the back of the book 
Excellent job of retelling a story that very few people in America knew about This captivating breakout novel mdash 
told in alternating viewpoints mdash brings readers from the skies of World War II to the present day where a woman 
is prepared to tell her secrets at last Estranged from her family since just after World War II Mary Browning has spent 
her entire adult life hiding from her past Now eighty seven years old and a widow she is still haunted by secrets and 
fading memories of the family she left behind Her one outlet is the ldquo A delightful novel warm wry smart and very 
funny rdquo Irina Reyn author of What Happened to Anna K on The Goodbye Cousins ldquo An excellent summer 
read rdquo Publishers Weekly on The Goodbye Cousins Praise for The D 
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visit pbs learningmedia for a wide range of free digital resources spanning preschool through 12th grade  audiobook 
also if you want to learn how to study for your checkride read flight for sanity within my novels i like to teach 
something in this novel you get to new findings on the lost flight of amelia earhart ten years of research studying the 
loss of amelia earhart brings a story in novel form that has all the 
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